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NEUTRAL CURRENTS IN 14N-NUCLEUSDan MihailesuDepartment of Plasma Physis and the Struture of Matter�Al.I. Cuza� University, 6600, Iasi, Romaniae-mail: dmihail�uai.roDaniel RaduDepartment of Theoretial Physis�Al.I. Cuza� University, 6600, Iasi, Romaniae-mail: dradu�uai.roand Ovidiu DumitresuDepartment of Theoretial Physis, Institute of Atomi PhysisInstitute of Physis and Nulear EngineeringMagurele, P.O. Box MG-6, 76900, Buharest, Romania(Reeived January 18, 2001)The parity and isospin forbidden p0-deay from 14N�(J�=2+;T=1;Ex = 9:17225 MeV) to 13C (g.s.) has been theoretially investigated via13C( ~p; p)13C resonane sattering of polarized protons. Considering var-ious strong and weak interation models, the longitudinal (AL) and theirregular transverse (Ab) analyzing powers have been alulated in the en-ergy range around the 2+; Ex = 9:17225 MeV-resonane in 14N�. Energyanomalies for the expeted interferene e�ets, relevant for the experiments,have been found to be AL=(0:19�1:82)�10�5 and Ab=(0:6�5:6)�10�5.In addition, the irular polarizations of the 2:36018 and 9:3893MeV -rays,populating the 2+0, Ex = 7:02912MeV and the ground state in mbox 14N-nuleus, have been found to be (0:22�2:07)�10�3 and (0:20�1:89)�10�3,respetively.PACS numbers: 21.60.Cs, 24.80.�x, 27.30.+t, 12.15.Ji
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2232 D. Mihailesu, D. Radu, O. Dumitresu1. IntrodutionAording to the standard theory, the neutral urrent ontribution to�S = 1 and �C = 1 weak proesses is strongly suppressed [1, 2℄ and there-fore, the neutral urrent weak interation between quarks an only be studiedin �avor onserving proesses whih an be met in the low energy nulearphysis only [3℄. These studies an be related to the Parity NonConserva-tion (PNC) in di�erent nulear physis proesses suh as asymmetries in theradioative transitions and nulear ollisions.The searh for PNC in omplex nulei, and espeially in the ases wherean enhanement e�et is expeted from the existene of Parity Mixed Dou-blets (PMD) has a long history [3�13℄. The enhanement of any PNC e�etis predited by several reasons, the most important being the small levelspaing between states of the same spin and opposite parity in the exitednuleus involved. The seond one arises from the expeted inrease of the ra-tio between parity-forbidden and parity allowed transition matrix elementsaused by the nulear struture of the states involved. Usually, suh en-hanements are o�set due to orrespondingly large theoretial unertaintiesin the extration of the PNC�NN parameters from the experimental data.As a matter of fat the same onditions whih generate the enhanementompliate a reliable determination of the nulear matrix elements, theoret-ially. Therefore, it is neessary to selet exeptional ases, in whih thenulear struture problem an be solved. This is the ase for losely spaeddoublets of the same spin and opposite parity levels situated far away fromother similar levels. In this ase the parity impurities are well approximatedby simple two state mixing, whih simpli�es the analysis and isolates spei�omponents of the PNC�NN interation.For the PMD's we de�ned [5℄ a spei� enhanement fator:F = 108 � MPNC�E f ;where f is a ratio of the deay (formation) amplitude orresponding to theunnatural parity level to that of the natural parity level.The ontroversy [3, 14�17℄ in alulating weak meson�nuleon ouplingonstants in nulei greatly stimulates the investigation of possible experi-ments sensitive to di�erent omponents of the PNC interation Hamilto-nian (HPNC), that depend linearly on seven suh weak oupling onstants:h�Tmeson(h1�; h0�; h1�; h2�; h1�0 ; h0!; h1!). Various linear ombinations of theseonstants an, in priniple, be extrated in di�erent experiments, and amongthese are those for the parity mixed doublets (PMD) [3,5,13℄. Sine the PMDhas de�nite isospins, the transition ��lters out� spei� isospin omponentsof PNC weak interation.



Neutral Currents in 14N-Nuleus 2233In the exitation spetrum [18℄ of the 14N nuleus there are two PMD'slying at Ex ' 8:7MeV and Ex ' 9:3MeV exitation energy:PMD1 J� T = 0�1; 8:776 MeV; � 0�1 = 410 keV;J� T = 0+1; 8:618MeV; � 0+1 = 3:8 keV;MPNC = 1:04 eV[12℄; f =s� 0�1� 0+1 = 10:4; F ' 3200 ;PMD2 J�T = 2�0; 9:388MeV; � 2�0 = 13 keV;J� T = 2+1; 9:17225MeV; � 2+1 = 0:122keV ;MPNC ' 0:5 eV[21℄; f =s� 2�0� 2+1 = 10:3 ; F ' 2400 :The di�erene between the two PMD's is that the PMD1 is essentiallyof isosalar type, while the PMD2 is of isovetor type being at the sametime an interesting ase in searhing for neutral urrents in the struture ofthe weak hadron�hadron interation [7℄.In a reent work of Kniest, Horoi, Dumitresu and Clausnitzer [7℄, anappliation of a general parity nononserving theory of resonane nulearreations (developed in Ref. [8℄) to the polarized proton indued PNC reso-nane reation has been done.In the present paper we ontinue this type of investigations by studyingthe seond above mentioned PMD with the help of the resonane elastisattering of polarized protons on the unpolarized 13C nuleus in whih arepopulated the two mentioned PMD's. Considering various strong and weakinterations model, the longitudinal (AL) and the irregular transverse (Ab)analyzing powers have been alulated in the energy range around the 2+,Ex = 9:17225 MeV-resonane in 14N�. In addition, the irular polarizationsof the 2:3589 and 9:388MeV -rays, populating the 2+0, Ex = 7:02912MeVand the ground state in 14N-nuleus has been estimated. In this onditions,a thorough investigation of all PNC matrix elements and of their signs hasbeen performed.The paper is organized as follows. The general formulae of the analyzingpowers and gamma asymmetries are presented in Setions 2 and 3. Disus-sions onerning the weak interation models and the orresponding PNCmatrix elements are given in Setion 4. Setion 5 is devoted to the analysis



2234 D. Mihailesu, D. Radu, O. Dumitresuof the partiular behavior of the ross setion and analyzing powers, boththe regular (PC = Parity Conserving) and irregular (PNC) ones, as well asthe irular polarization of the 2:3589 and 9:388MeV gamma rays. Setion 6will ontain the onlusions.2. Parity nononserving analyzing powersConsider a proton beam with the polarization vetor ~P = D2~SpE whihtravels along the z-axis to the unpolarized target nuleus of spin I = 12 . Inthis ase the resonane reation ross setion is [7, 8, 22, 23℄:d�d
 = �un �1 + ~A � ~P� ; (1)where �un = Tr �ff +� = �(0)0 (2)is the ross setion for the resonane reation indued by an unpolarizedproton beam expressed in terms of sattering amplitudes (f). The vetoranalyzing powers are given by~A = ��1unTr�f 2 ~Sp f +� = 2Xk �(1)k ~e k ��(0)0 ��1 ; (3)with AL = 2Re ��(1)0 ��(0)0 ��1� ; (4)Ab = �2p2Re ��(1)1 ��(0)0 ��1� ; (5)An = �2p2 Im ��(1)1 ��(0)0 ��1� : (6)AL is the PNC longitudinal, Ab is the PNC transverse and An is the PCtransverse analyzing powers. In the relation (3),~e 1 = �2�1=2 (~eb � i~en) ;~e 0 = ~eL ;~e �1 = 2�1=2 (~eb + i~en) (7)are the yli ontravariant unit vetors [8℄ and~eL = ~ki ����~ki�����1 ;~en = ~ki � ~kf ����~ki � ~kf �����1 ;~eb = ~en � ~eL (8)



Neutral Currents in 14N-Nuleus 2235are the unit vetors of the referene frame given by the Madison onvention.The ommon quantity in Eqs. (2)�(6) is de�ned as follows:�(v)k = Tr�f O(v)k f y� : (9)Introduing the deomposition�(v)k = Xi=;n Xj=;n��(v)k �i; j ; (10)where  stands for the Coulomb part of the f -sattering amplitude andn stands for the nulear part of the f -amplitude, we �nd (for a reation� ! �1) the following expliit formulae:��(v)k � = Æv0Æk0Æ��1k�2i jC (�)j2 ; (11)��(v)k �n = i (�1) k�2i Æ��1 XJlsl1s1[f vk (Jlsl1s1)C (�) �T JJ�ls�1l1s1���f v�k(Jlsl1s1)C (�)� T JJ�ls�1l1s1 ℄Ylk (�; � = 0) ; (12)��(v)k �nn = k�2i Æ��1 XJlsl1s1J 0 l0l2s2LF (v;k)Jlsl1s1;J 0l0sl2s2 (L)P kL (os �f )�T J��ls;�1l1s1 �T J��0l0s;�2l2s2�� ; (13)where C(�) = �2 sin ��2� exp��2i� ln�sin��2��� ;with � = Z1Z2me2=~k and P kL (os �) are the assoiated Legendre polyno-mials. In the relations (12) and (13),f vk = p� 
12 kOvk 12�Pj (�1)v+s+j+ji+s1+l+l1 bsbs1bj bJ2bj2bl1�W (jijil1l; vj)� l v l1�k k 0 �8<: ji Ii s1l s Jj ji l1 9=; (14)



2236 D. Mihailesu, D. Radu, O. DumitresuandF (v;k)Jlsl1s1;J 0l0sl2s2 (L) = �4bj2i bI2i ��1�12 O(v) 12�� (�1)(Ii�ji+v�k+J�s�l2+s2+2s1) bl1bl2bs1bs2blbl0bL2 bJ2 bJ 0 2�s(L� k)!(L+ k)!W �JlJ 0l0; sL�W �12 ; 12 ; s1s2; v12��� l l0 L0 0 0 �Xj (�1)j bj2� L v jk �k 0�� l1 l2 j0 0 0�8<: l1 l2 js1 s2 vJ J 0 L9=;(15)are the orresponding geometrial oe�ients [8℄, withO(v) = � 1; v = 0~S; v = 1 (16)and �12 k1k 12� = 1;�12 S(1) 12� = p32 :The quantities � denote the rest of quantum numbers that speify the han-nel states (e.g. names, spin and parities of the fragments). The nulear PCand PNC amplitudes are linear ombinations of PC and PNC T -matries,respetively.In our ase the general form of the PC resonane T -matrix elements isT J�pls; p1l1s1 = i exp (i�pls)q� J�plsq� J�p1l1s1 exp (i�p1l1s1)E �EJ� + i2� J� ; (17)while the PNC T -matrix elements have the following expression:T J�;��pls; p1l1s1 = i exp (i�pls)q� J��pls hJ�� jHPNCjJ�iq� J�p1l1s1 exp (i�p1l1s1)�E �EJ�� + i2� J��� �E �EJ� + i2� J�� ;(18)where �pls; EJ� and � J� stand for the hannel phases, resonane energiesand total resonane widths, respetively. The quantities q� J�pls are the am-plitudes of the hannel widths, whih also ontain the signs.



Neutral Currents in 14N-Nuleus 22373. Cirular polarizationThe degree of irular polarization of the emitted -rays is given [24℄ bya sum of parity nononserving (PNC) and parity onserving (PC) ontribu-tions:P (os �) � Wright (�)�Wleft (�)Wright (�) +Wleft (�) = (P)0 RPNC (os �) +RPC (os �) :(19)The irular polarizations for unpolarized initial nuleus with zero and �nitemixing ratios, respetively, are:(P)0 = 2 MPNC�E sb+ ��b� �+ �E�E+ �3 (20)and (P)un = (P)0 s1 + Æ2�1 + Æ2+ : (21)RPNC is a multiplier due to the existene of the orientation of the nuleus inthe initial exited state when the mixing ratios do not vanish. For example,in the ase of 2:3589 MeV -deay from the 2�0; Ex = 9:3893MeV to the2+0; Ex = 7:02912MeV state in 14N-nuleus, the expression for RPNC is:RPNC (os �) = s1 + Æ2�1 + Æ2+nXv=0;2;4Pv (os �)Bv (2) [Fv (1122)+Fv (2222) Æ+Æ++Fv (1222) (Æ� + Æ+)℄on Xv=0;2;4Pv (os �)Bv (2) [Fv (1122)+Fv (2222) Æ2� + 2Fv (1222) Æ�� o�1 ; (22)where the Fv oe�ients are de�ned byFv �LL0I 0I� = (�1)I0+3I�1 �(2I + 1) (2L+ 1) �2L0 + 1�� 12�C �LL0v; 1� 10�W �LL0II; vI 0� : (23)C is the Clebsh�Gordan oe�ient C (J1J2J3; M1M2M3) and W is theRaah oe�ient. The parity onserving (PC) -asymmetry is given by [24℄:



2238 D. Mihailesu, D. Radu, O. DumitresuRPC (os �) =n Xv=1;3Pv (os �)Bv (2) �Fv (1122) + Fv (2222) Æ2� + 2Fv (1222) Æ�� o�n Xv=0;2;4Pv (os �)Bv (2) �Fv (1122)+Fv (2222) Æ2�+2Fv (1222) Æ��o�1;(24)where Bv (2) =XM (2v + 1)1=2 C (2v2; M0M) p (M) : (25)p (M) is the polarization fration of the M -state, whih determines the de-gree of the orientation of the nuleus.In order to measure a PNC e�et one must �nd situations for whih theRPC part in Eq. (19) vanishes. Two partiular ases have this property:(i) the ase of an initially unpolarized nuleus for whih B0 (2) = 1,Bv 6=0 (2) = 0 and F0 (LL022) = ÆLL0 . In this partiularly simple aseP redues to the well known expression of the irular polarization,(P)un.(ii) one may prepare a polarized state by hoosing p (M) = ÆM0 for whihBv=1;3 (2) = 0 and RPC part vanishes.Another observable whih measures a PNC e�et is the forward�bak-ward asymmetry of the emitted gamma rays by polarized nuleiA (A) � W (�)�W (� � �)W (�) +W (� � �) : (26)This observable has been suessfully used in the 19F ase [25, 26℄ inorder to avoid the small e�ieny of the Compton polarimeters when onemeasures the degree of irular polarization. If the mixing ratios are small(Æ+; Æ� � 1) one an show that [20℄A (�) ' (P)0 �RPC (os �) : (27)The angular distribution desribed by this formula has a maximum for� = 0Æ [20℄. It has the advantage that the parity onserving (PC) irularpolarization, RPC (�) in Eq. (27) an be measured experimentally. For allthese ases the (P)0 quantity essentially desribes the PNC e�et. In allthe above formulae, � represents the angle between the emitted photon andthe axis of polarization (if any).



Neutral Currents in 14N-Nuleus 22394. Shell model preditions for parity mixing matrix elementIn order to determine the range and the amplitude of the AL and Abaround the exitation energy of the 2+1 exited state in 14N(Ep=1747:6 keV),we have made a shell model estimate of the PNC matrix elementMPNC= Xk;s=�;�;!Fk;sMk;s = 
2�0; 9:388MeV jHPNCj 2+1; 9:17225MeV� :(28)In this purpose, we used the OXBASH ode in the Mihigan State Univer-sity version [27℄ whih inludes di�erent model spaes and di�erent residuale�etive two-nuleon interation [28�45℄.A sample of the values for the weak oupling onstants are given inTable I, while the values for the Fk;s-oe�ients are given in Table II. Theabbreviations DDH, KM,AH and DZ stand for the models developed inRefs. [3, 14, 16℄ and [15℄, respetively. TABLE IWeak meson-nuleon oupling onstants (in units of 10�7) alulated within dif-ferent weak interation models. The abbreviations are: KM = Kaiser and Meiss-ner [16℄, DDH = Desplanques, Donoghue and Holstein [14℄, AH = Adelberger andHaxton [3℄ and DZ = Dubovik and Zenkin [15℄.h�Tmeson KM DDH AH(�t) DZh1� +0:19 +4:54 +2:09 +1:30h0� �3:70 �11:40 �5:77 �8:30h1� �0:10 �0:19 �0:22 +0:39h2� �3:30 �9:50 �7:06 �6:70h1�0 �2:20 0:00 0:00 0:00h0! �6:20 �1:90 �4:97 �3:90h1! �1:00 �1:10 �2:39 �2:20The abbreviation PSD should be understood as the model spae inwhih 1s 12 is �lled and the ative (valene) partiles were restrited to1p 32 ; 1p 12 ; 2s 12 ; 1d 32 and 1d 52 orbits. In the alulations presented in thispaper, however, the nuleons have been onsidered to be partially (six nu-leons) frozen in the 1p 32 orbit, while in the 1d 32 and 1d 52 we onsider up tomaximum four nuleons. Within PSDMK, the PSD model spae is used, aswell as the following interations:



2240 D. Mihailesu, D. Radu, O. Dumitresu TABLE IIThe expressions of the Fk;s-oe�ients multiplying the matrix elements Mk;s givenin Table III are reminded in the �rst olumn. Numerial values (in units of 10�6)are given for the �best values� of the PNC meson-nuleon ouplings in the DDHapproah [14℄, as well as for the values obtained by Kaiser and Meissner [16℄ andAdelberger & Haxton [3℄. The strong oupling onstants values (g� = 13:45, g� =2:79, g! = 8:37) are taken from Ref. [3℄.Fk;s KM DDH AH(�t)F0;� = 12p2g�h1� 0:090 2:16 0:995F1;� = � 12g�h1� 0:014 0:027 0:805F2;� = � 12g�h1�(1 + �v) 0:066 0:127 0:144F3;� = 12g�h1� �0:014 �0:027 �0:031F1;! = � 12g!h1! 0:437 0:480 1:000F2;! = � 12g!h1!(1 + �s) 0:384 0:423 0:880F3;! = � 12g!h1! 0:437 0:480 1:000F4;� = �g�h0�(1 + �v) 4:850 14:94 7:566F5;� = �g�h0� 1:032 3:180 1:610F6;! = �g!h0!(1 + �s) 4:568 1:408 3:661F7;! = �g!h0! 5:190 1:6 4:160F0;� = � 12g�h1� 0:307 0:00 0:00F8;� = � 12p6g�h2�(1 + �s) 0:886 2:542 1:888F9;� = � 12p6g�h2� 0:189 0:541 0:402� for P-spae, the Cohen�Kurath interation [34℄;� for SD-spae, the Preedom�Wildenthal interation [35℄;� for the oupling matrix elements between P- and SD-spaes, theMillener�Kurath interation [36℄.The PSDMWK uses the same PSD model spae, the only di�erenein omparison with the PSDMK being that, in the SD-spae, the Wilden-thal [32, 38℄ interation is used. For the SU3-interation (see Ref. [27℄),the enter of mass omponents have been removed using the Gloekner�Lawson [39℄ proedure.Sine all the omponents (see e.g. [46℄) of HPNC are short range two-body operators, to alulate orretly their matrix elements, it is neessaryto use shell model wave funtions inluding short range orrelations (SRC),bearing in mind that the behavior of the shell model wave funtions atshort relative NN distanes is wrong. The orrelations were inluded bymultiplying the harmoni osillator wave funtions (with ~! = 16MeV) bythe Jastrow fator:1� exp ��ar2� �1� br2� ; a = 1:1 fm�2; b = 0:68 fm�2 ; (29)



Neutral Currents in 14N-Nuleus 2241given by Miller and Spener [47℄. This proedure is onsistent with resultsobtained by using more elaborate treatments of SRC suh as the general-ized Bethe�Goldstone approah [9, 46℄. By inluding SRC, the PNC pionexhange matrix element dereases by 40%� 50%, while the � (!) exhangematrix elements also derease by a fator of 3� 7.To test the standard model, one needs to alulate the weak meson�nuleon verties. Only a few alulations based on the quark model [14, 15℄exist. These alulations start from the observation that there are essen-tially three types of diagrams, whih an be ategorized as fatorization,quark-model and sum-rule ontributions. Renormalization group tehniquesand baryon wave funtions based on models are needed to evaluate them.This introdues a variety of unertainties, whih lead DDH (in Ref. [14℄)to introdue a �reasonable range� for the values of the weak meson�nuleonoupling onstants. In partiular, the weak pion�nuleon oupling onstant(h�) is very sensitive with respet to this unertainties, for instane, thevalues of h� di�er by a fator of 3 in Refs. [14℄ and [15℄ whereas h�(!) aremore stable. By using a nonlinear hiral e�etive Lagrangian whih inludes�; � and ! mesons and treating nuleons as topologial solitons, Kaiser andMeissner [16℄ obtained di�erent values for strong and weak meson-nuleonoupling onstants as ompared to other results [14,15℄. For omparison, weinserted in the alulations of the PNC matrix element above mentioned,the oupling onstants of the weak meson-nuleon verties h�, h� and h!:This oupling onstants are listed in Table I, within di�erent models ofweak interations. The �rst olumn ontains h(�T )m obtained by Kaiser andMeissner (KM) [16℄ using the following model parameters: the pion de-ay onstant f� = 93MeV, the �gauge� oupling onstant gg�� = 6, thepion massm� = 138MeV and three pseudo-salar-vetor oupling onstants.The seond olumn ontains the often used Desplanques�Donoghue�Holstein(DDH) [14℄ �best� values, obtained within a quark plus Weinberg�Salammodel. Adelberger and Haxton's values [3℄ for h(�T )m , obtained by �ttingsome experimental data, are presented in the third olumn. In the last ol-umn the values obtained by Dubovik and Zenkin (DZ) [15℄ within a moresophistiated quark plus Weinberg�Salam (SU (2)
U(1)
 SU (3))- modelare inluded.The nulear struture part (Mk;s) (see Ref. [48℄) of the PNC matrixelements, alulated by using the models inluded in the OXBASH odeand short range orrelations (SRC), are given in Table III.



2242 D. Mihailesu, D. Radu, O. Dumitresu TABLE IIIThe �rst row presents the single partile ontributions to the Mk;s, the seondrow � the two partile ontributions and the last row � the sum of the twoabove mentioned (single- and two-partile) ontributions giving the total value (inMeV) of the nulear struture part (Mk;s) of the PNC matrix element. For theabbreviations onerning di�erent interations see the text.Interations PSDMK PSDMWK SU3PSDM0� �0:2776�0:1229�0:4006 �0:2146�0:1185�0:3331 0:20690:01810:2250M1� �0:0111�0:0183�0:0294 �0:0085�0:0151�0:0236 0:00860:00740:0160M2� �0:0166�0:0205�0:0371 �0:0128�0:0174�0:0302 0:01230:00400:0169M3� �0:0111�0:0148�0:0259 �0:0085�0:0115�0:0200 0:00250:00610:0150M1! �0:0105�0:0172�0:0246 �0:0080�0:0142�0:0222 0:00810:00690:0150M2! �0:0157�0:0195�0:0352 �0:0121�0:0166�0:0287 0:01170:00440:0161M3! �0:0105�0:0139�0:0243 �0:0080�0:0108�0:0188 0:00810:00600:0141M0� �0:0166�0:0159�0:0325 �0:0128�0:0132�0:0260 0:01230:00420:0166The values in Table IV have been obtained by multiplying the Mk;s-quantities presented in the Table III by the Fk;s-oe�ients given in Table II.The partial ontribution of the �-exhange meson together the � (!)-mesonsparts are also shown in Table IV, while in Fig. 1 are plotted the � mesonontributions only. As we an see, these ontributions are 20% in KM model,in opposition to AH and KM models in whih the � mesons play a moreimportant role.



Neutral Currents in 14N-Nuleus 2243TABLE IVThe PNC matrix element (in eV) alulated within di�erent weak and strong in-terations. The abbreviations are disussed in the text.DDH AH KMInterations V� V�(!) V DDHtot V� V�(!) V AHtot V� V�(!) V KMtotPSDMK �0.865 �0.043 �0.909 �0.401 �0.041 �0.442 �0.036 �0.150 (-0.113) �0.186PSDMWK �0.720 �0.032 �0.752 �0.333 �0.030 �0.363 �0.030 �0.118 (�0.090) �0.148SU3PSD +0.487 +0.012 +0.499 +0.225 +0.011 +0.236 +0.020 +0.076 (+0.058) +0.0965. Analysis of possible observables for studying the seond paritymixed doublet in 14NIn the ase of the 13C(~p; p0)13C resonane sattering via the 2+1,Ex = 9:17225MeV level in 14N it is found that the PNC transition amplitudeof 2+1 level shows a large interferene only with those allowed transition am-plitudes orresponding to the 2�0, Ex = 9:388MeV resonane level, whilethe PC transition amplitudes orresponding to the0+1; Ex = 8:618MeV; 0�1; Ex = 8:776MeV; 1�1; Ex = 8:062MeV;2+0; Ex = 8:980MeV; 2�0; Ex = 7:9669MeV; 3�1; Ex = 8:907MeV;resonane levels, are inorporated in the bakground.From all nonzero PC and PNC T -matries partiipating in our satteringproess, 26 of the transition matries T J�pls;p1l1s1 are parity onserving (PC)transition amplitudes:t1 = �T 0+1p11;p11�8:618 ; t2 = �T 0�1p00;p00�8:776 ;t3 = �T 1�1p01;p01�8:062 ; t4 = �T 1�1p01;p21�8:062 ;t5 = �T 1�1p21;p01�8:062 ; t6 = �T 1�1p21;p21�8:062 ;t7 = �T 2+0p11;p11�8:980 ; t8 = �T 2+1p11;p11�9:17225 ;t9 = �T 2+0p31;p11�8:980 ; t10 = �T 2+1p31;p11�9:17225 ;t11 = �T 2+0p11;p31�8:980 ; t12 = �T 2+1p11;p31�9:17225 ;t13 = �T 2�0p31;p31�8:980 ; t14 = �T 2+1p31;p31�9:17225 ;t15 = �T 2�0p20;p20�9:388 ; t16 = �T 2�0p20;p20�7:9669 ;t17 = �T 2�0p20;p21�9:388 ; t18 = �T 2�0p20;p21�8:9669 ;t19 = �T 2�0p21;p20�9:388 ; t20 = �T 2�0p21;p20�7:9669 ;t21 = �T 2�0p21;p21�9:388 ; t22 = �T 2�0p11;p21�7:9669 ;t23 = �T 3�1p21;p21�8:907 ; t24 = �T 3�1p21;p41�8:907 ;t25 = �T 3�1p41;p21�8:907 ; t26 = �T 3�1p41;p41�8:907 ;



2244 D. Mihailesu, D. Radu, O. Dumitresuand 8 of them are PNC transition amplitudes:T1 = T 2�;+p20;p11 ; T2 = T 2�;+p21;p11 ;T3 = T 2+;�p11;p20 ; T4 = T 2+;�p11;p20 ;T5 = T 2�;+p20;p31 ; T6 = T 2�;+p21;p31 ;T7 = T 2+;�p31;p20 ; T8 = T 2+;�p31;p20 :The hannel phases are obtained as �pls = tan�1 FlGl , where Fl and Gl arethe regular and irregular sattering wave funtions for the M3Y folding po-tential. The amplitudes of partial hannel widths are obtained by using thelatest ompilation [18℄ (see Table V) and the theoretial estimations onern-ing the spetrosopi fators within the shell model ode (OBXBASH) [27℄are:�J�pls =Xnj bjbs (�1)l+s�J W �12 12 J l; s j� �(OXBASH)nlj (J� T ; E(MeV)):TABLE VThe resonane parameters inserted in the alulation of the PNC analyzing powersstudied in this paper.I�T Ep(MeV) E�14N(MeV � keV) � (keV) �p(keV) openhannels2�0 1:980 9:388� 3:0 13� 3 13 p2+1 1:7476 9:17225� 0:12 0:135 0:135� 0:008 ; p2+0 1:540 8:980� 3:0 8� 2 8 ; p0�1 1:320 8:776� 7:0 410� 20 410 ; p0+1 1:152 8:618� 2:0 3:8� 0:3 3:8 ; p1�1 0:551 8:062� 1:0 23� 1 23 ; p2�0 0:4485 7:9669� 0:5 0:0025� 0:0007 0:0024 ; p3�1 1:462 8:907� 3:0 16� 2 16 ; pIn the viinity of the 2+1 narrow resonane, the AL and Ab analyzingpowers have the following simple expression:AL(b) = DL(b) 12� 2+�E �E2+ + i2� 2+��1 exp[i(�L(b) + �PNC)℄ ; (30)where DL(b) = 2 jMPNCj���E �E2� + i2� 2����s� 2�p� 2+p ��CL(b)�� ; (31)



Neutral Currents in 14N-Nuleus 2245and CL(b) = ��CL(b)�� ei�L(b)PC =����E�E2�+ i2� 2�����Pl P (k)l (os �)[Pn ln(L(b)) iC(�) ~t�n+Pmn blmn(L(b))(~tm t�n+~t�m tn)℄p� 2�� 2+Pl Pl(os �)Pmn almn tm t�n (32)is a funtion on the PC transition matrix elements only (for L : k = 0,for b : k = 1; etn = T 2+1pls;pl1s1 exp i(�pls � �pl0s0)). The oe�ients a(l)mn (L (b)) ;b(l)mn (L (b)), and (l)n (L (b)) are simple spei� values of the f (v;k), F (v;k) geo-metrial oe�ients (see Eqs. (14) and (15)) for the ase we are investigatingnow.De�ning by �AL(b) the distane between the minimum and the maxi-mum of the PNC analyzing powers in the exitation funtion, we �nd outthat this quantity is equal to DL(b) de�ned in Eq. (31) and it does not de-pend on the PNC matrix element phase-�PNC and PC quantity phase-�PC.The main result of the present paper ould be ondensed in the followingformula: DL(b) = D0L(b) Xs=�;�;! V PNCs (�T ) =Xk;s Fk;sMk;s ; (33)where V PNCs (�T ) (in eV) are di�erent meson ontributions to the total PNCshell model matrix element.The quantity D0L(b) (in eV�1),D0L(b) = 2�E �E2� + i2� 2���1s� 2�p� 2+p ��CL(b)�� ; (34)has the following values: for �m = 1200; D0L = 2:2 � 10�5 eV�1 and D0b =2:04 � 10�5 eV�1; while for �m = 1500; D0L = 0:90 � 10�5 eV�1 and D0b =6:4 � 10�5 eV�1.In �gure 2 we reprodued on expanded horizontal sale the preditedsize of the quantities relevant for an experiment designed to determine thePNC matrix element by measurement of AL and/or Ab around the narrow2+1 resonane. The shell model PNC matrix element has been taken tobe equal to 0.5 eV. Results for all the models given in the Table IV anbe obtained by a straightforward multipliation. In �gure 3 we plotted theangular distribution at the protons energy Ep = 1:7476MeV.Beause of the small width of the 2+1 level (0:122 keV); the energyanomaly of the PNC analyzing powers (of the order of maximum some unitsabove 10�5) is a nonzero quantity in a very small energy range (� 1keV)only, and it is hard to be measured, although not impossible [49℄.
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Fig. 1. The � meson ontributions (in perents) to the total PNC matrix element(MPNC) within di�erent models of weak and strong interations. The abbreviationsare disussed in the text.

Fig. 2. The predited size of the irregular analyzing powers (AL(b)) reprodued onexpanded horizontal sale around the narrow 2+1 resonane for (a) � = 120o and(b) � = 150o(MPNC = 0:5 eV).
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Fig. 3. The predited size of the angular distributions of the irregular analyzingpowers (AL(b)) at the narrow 2+1 resonane (MPNC = 0:5 eV).
If onsidering the 2� PMD in 14N to be analyzed via irular polariza-tion of 9:388MeV and 2.3589 MeV -rays we ame to realize that theseobservables are P = (0:20 � 1:89) � 10�3 and P = (0:22 � 2:07) � 10�3;respetively, in the ase of an unoriented 2�T = 0 state with zero mix-ing ratios. These values are obtained by alulating, within OXBASH ode(Millener�Kurath interation), the 9:388MeV E1 + M2 -emission proba-bility �2:886 � 1012s�1� and the 9:17225 M1 + E2 -emission probability(3:036 � 1016 s�1). The gamma width for 9:17225 M1 + E2 -transition,alulated with the orresponding emission probability (3:036� 1016 s�1) is� = 16:8 eV and it is in satisfatory agreement with the measured value(� = 7 eV) [49℄. Unfortunately there is no measured value for the E1 +M2 -emission. The high values of the alulated irular polarization areinteresting for experiment but, unfortunately, there are important experi-mental di�ulties, beause of an almost 100% proton deay probability ofthe 2�0, 9:4MeV-state. The estimated proton �ux neessary to produe agamma asymmetry of 10�3 is of the order of 1015 protons/m2 s, four ordersof magnitude larger than in the ase of 19F experiment performed in Seattlelaboratories. The large parity admixture in the analyzed PMD is still inter-esting and searh for other observables is neessary. Also, interesting ouldbe the analysis of the gamma asymmetry of the gamma rays emitted fromthe residual 14N-nuleus obtained in the reation 17O (~p; �)14N.



2248 D. Mihailesu, D. Radu, O. Dumitresu6. ConlusionsIn the exitation spetrum [18℄ of the 14N nuleus there is an isovetorPMD lying at 9:3MeV exitation energy (J�T = 2�0; 9:388MeV; � 2�0 =13 keV and J�T = 2+1; 9:17225MeV; � 2+1 = 0:122 keV) for whih the en-hanement fator q� 2�0� 2+1 is 10:3. Within OXBASH ode, with PSDMK(Millener�Kurath), PSDMWK (Wildenthal) and SU3PSD interations, wealulated the PNC matrix element, PNC analyzing powers �AL(b)� and theirular polarization (P) of some -rays. In this alulations the nuleonshave been onsidered to be partially (six nuleons) frozen in the 1p 32 orbit,while in the 1d 32 and 1d 52 orbits we onsidered up to maximum four nule-ons. The maximum in the energy anomaly of the PNC analyzing powers�AL(b)� we got to be some units above the 10�5 (�gure 2), value onsid-ered to be in agreement with the last measurements [13℄. We also alu-lated the irular polarization of 9:388 and 2:3589MeV, -rays leaving the2�T = 0; Ex = 9:388MeV exited state of 14N and populating the groundand respetively the 2+T = 0; Ex = 7:02912MeV exited state of 14N. Theirvalues are P = (0:20 � 1:89) � 10�3 and P = (0:22 � 2:07) � 10�3.The parity mixing between members of the seond parity mixed doubletin 14N is of partiular interest beause:(1) The mixing is sensitive to the �T = 1 omponents of HPNC andespeially to the part desribing weak pion exhange, if taking thequark model piture (see Table IV and �gure 1). In this ase we mayhave quantitative informations about neutral urrent ontributions toHPNC. There are few experiments whih are sensitive only to the�T = 1 omponents of the PNC�NN weak interation and whih anbe studied with polarized protons. In the 20Ne experiment [50℄, forexample, the PNC longitudinal analyzing power value [(1:5� 0:76) �10�3℄ is, in our opinion, too large. However, the interpretation of thisexperimental result is louded by nulear struture unertainties.(2) The observable provides a preise way to measure the PNC matrixelements. The energy anomaly in the PNC analyzing powers AL andAb is magni�ed by nulear struture e�ets also, in addition to the216 keV energy di�erene between the levels involved in the mentioneddoublet and the ratio of the proton widths orresponding to the levelsof the PMD. The magni�ation arises beause of oherent ontributionof proton PNC hannels. The quantity CL(b) is essentially a ratio be-tween the PC T matrix ontribution to the PNC analyzing powers andthe ross setion �unpol: for the (p; p) reation indued by unpolarizedproton beam.
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